
The radiant reflective signature of ice breakup and the natural  atmospheric 
attenuation of microwave radiation

Just wanted to forward you some interesting material about the effect of emf and the effects that 
they may have on ice sheets, ie global worming.

The radiant reflective signature of ice breakup and the natural  atmospheric attenuation of 
microwave radiation

In nature it has been found using reflective technologies that certain natural formations give off 
certain characteristic signatures. Of these recently there has been investigations of polar ice 
sheets. It has been observed that the polar ice has different refractive signatures. That is that 
new ice which is intact and not breaking up radiates back in the 100-300 hertz range. On the 
other hand old ice or ice which is breaking up tends to reflect back a signature in the 500-800 
hertz range. It is entirely possible that given the relative absorbant range that ice, either polar or 
glacial would tend to react to background radiation with a commensurate breakup in the ice if 
exposed to increased levels of radiation in the ranges that simulate ice breakup. Though not 
proven this relationship is extremely important to investigate in relationship to the rapid 
meltdown of continental and polar ice formations. 
Additionally during severe storms, usually on the upper surface where the ice or snow often 
starts, the ice tends to naturally scatter microwave radiation and at the same time spends itself 
in increased rainfall. It has been noted that the particular range of emanation of the upper 
stratosphere ice withing systems is in the range of 85 giga hertz which could be used to amplify 
the natural effect of a natural storm system to counter increase emf radiation. The application or 
mimicry of natural systems might have more create more practical approaches to the so called 
problems of global warming which are in part emf engendered. Also the preservation of natural 
systems would go a long way towards retarding the loss of natural aquifer systems, upon which 
hundreds of millions of individuals are dependent. The systems are the same irregardless of the 
continents that they are on. 
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